
SLOVENIA . BOHINJ

Bohinj is a beautiful alpine valley that will enchant you with its 
authentic character, situated in the Triglav National Park. The 
largest permanent natural lake and one of the most sustainable 
locations in Slovenia, surrounded by the imposing mountains of the 
Julian Alps, will be the first to mesmerise you.

VISION
Cultural heritage, gastronomy, events, and sustainable living in the 
Alps. Bohinj should remain an oasis of genuine, relaxing surprises 
for visitors!
The mission of Bohinj is to create an innovative, high-quality rural 
destination in the Triglav National Park through co-organization 
and networking of stakeholders to connect goods, people, knowledge.

The package offers 4-7 nights at chosen accommoda-
tion in Municipality of Bohinj. No matter which of the 
accommodation you chose, they will great you with a 
welcome drink. These vacations are for all the adven-
turer who will enjoy discovering local mountain hiking 
tours on one guided hiking tour (3 to 4 hrs), local roads 
and hidden spots on one guided mountain cycling 
tour (3 to 4 hrs). Visit Mt. Vogel with return cable car 
ride, at the top taste a local schnapps, and eat delicious 
lunch named “La!ni gams” (Hungry chamois). 
Summer Mobility Card as part of the package offers 
free bus rides around Bohinj, free parking, free services 
and other interesting deals that will make your staying 
even more fun. Unlimited swimming at the Water Park, 
relaxing in jacuzzi and two floors’ saunas connected 
directly to the pool at first floor will add the final touch 
of excitement to your vacations.

XL HIKE AND BIKE PACKAGE

STRATEGIC PILLARS

Attractive tourists offer - upgrading existing structures.
Stabilizing touristic flows - ensure the preservation of local 
traditions and heritage.
Protecting ecosystem - protecting from negative impacts on the 
environment.
Comprehensive marketing approach - focused on the values of 
residents, tourism stakeholders and the target groups of tourists.

KEY TARGET

Perfect for active, 
modern tourists who 
appreciate mountains 
and local, home made 
goods.



MUNICIPALITY OF BOHINJ, GORENJSKA REGION, SLOVENIA
Climb on the highest mountain and dive into the refreshing lake Bohinj

on your idyllic holidays.


